Retroﬁtment of '06 M.Y. LED type lamps to earlier non-USA Elise/Exige 'Mk.2' models
Introduced on all 6-speed Elise variants for '06 M.Y. were new rear lamp clusters incorporating LEDs in the
annular segments of the lamps. The central elements continue to use ﬁlament bulbs. The non-USA Elise also
adopted the USA centre high mounted stop lamp (CHMSL) featuring red LEDs behind a white lens.
Any '01 to '05 M.Y. Elise/Exige may be updated with the LED type circular lamp clusters using the procedures
detailed below:
Note: In order to suppress AM radio interference from LED brake lamp operation, an inductor jump harness
is also required for these lamps.
Rover Powertrain Elise
On these cars, a vehicle set of circular LED type lamps clusters may be ﬁtted as a direct replacement,
interposing the inductor jump harness between the rear harness and the outboard lamp harness.
Inboard Lamp
A120M0035F 2 off
Outboard Lamp
A120M0034F 2 off
Inductor jump harness, brake
A120M0042F 2 off AM radio suppression. 6-way plugs
Non-USA Toyota Powertrain Elise
On these cars, a vehicle set of circular LED type lamp clusters may be ﬁtted in conjunction with inductor and
resistor harnesses.
# An AM radio suppression inductor jump harness, A120M0042F, with 6-way connectors, should be interposed
between the rear harness and each outboard lamp harness.
# A resistor jump harness, A120M0041S, should be interposed between the rear harness and the LED red
lens CHMSL. The resistor harness is required to prevent some of the CHMSL LEDs glowing when the lights
are switched on with ignition. The jump harness should be constrained within the CHMSL housing.
Inboard Lamp
A120M0035F 2 off
Outboard Lamp
A120M0034F 2 off
Inductor jump harness, brake
A120M0042F 2 off AM radio suppression. 6-way plugs
Resistor Jump Harness, CHMSL A120M0041S 1 off 2-way plugs
Toyota Powertrain Exige
On these cars, a vehicle set of circular LED type lamps clusters may be ﬁtted as a direct replacement,
interposing the inductor jump harness between the rear harness and the outboard lamp harness.
Inboard Lamp
A120M0035F 2 off
Outboard Lamp
A120M0034F 2 off
Inductor jump harness, brake
A120M0042F 2 off AM radio suppression. 6-way plugs
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